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Symbols and Abbreviations
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FAA
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L

MOTAS

MSL

n

O.M., OM

automated radar terminal system

air traffic control

automatic terminal information service

Advanced Transport Operating
Systems

average

calibrated airspeed

command delivery time

cathode ray tube

Denver's Stapleton International
Airport (or Denver Vortac)

direct-course error

estimated time of arrival

Federal Aviation Administration

flight management system

rate of descent, ft/sec

indicated airspeed

instrument flight rules

instrument landing system

instrument meteorological conditions

left

Mission-Oriented Terminal-Area
Simulation

mean sea level

number of cases

outer marker

PPI

RWY

SLT

TAATM

TIMER

t

t 1

VAR

x, y, z

OL

Z

7

71

#

o

o"c

cr d

%

4D

plan position indicator

runway

scheduled landing time

terminal-area air traffic model

traffic intelligence for the management
of efficient runway scheduling

response time

transformed response time

variation of the Earth's magnetic field

Cartesian coordinate system

percent of significance of F test

shape parameter of Weibull distribution

location or threshold parameter of
Weibull distribution

scale parameter of Weibull distribution

mean value

standard deviation

standard deviation of controller's

message-delivery-time error relative
to TIMER expected delivery time

runway delivery-time-error standard
deviation for a single aircraft

runway interarrivM-time-error stan-
dard deviation for an aircraft pair

pilot-in-the-loop/TIMER algorithm,
time-error standard deviation for a

single aircraft

four-dimensional (x, y, z, and time)
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Summary

A real-time simulation study was conducted of a
time-based, extended-terminal-area air traffic control
(ATC) concept called traffic intelligence for the man-
agement of efficient runway scheduling (TIMER).
The principal objective of the study was to measure,
under realistic full-workload conditions, the perfor-
mance and reaction of flight crews flying TIMER-
assisted approaches in a conventional electromechan-
ical cockpit without cathode ray tube (CRT) displays
or a four-dimensional (4D) flight management sys-
tem. Additional experimental objectives were to ver-
ify earlier fast-time TIMER study results and to ob-
tain data for the validation or refinement of computer
models of pilot/airborne performance. A real-time
ATC simulation with the TIMER algorithm embed-
ded was linked to a DC-9 cockpit simulator. These
facilities together with a certified ATC controller,
pseudo pilot, and subject professional airline crews
formed the basis for a total system simulation for
realistic crew-in-the-loop experiments.

Previous TIMER fast-time results in NASA

TP-2870 indicated a runway-threshold, interarrival-
time-error standard deviation of about 12 sec for

pairs of non-4D aircraft with computer aiding and
knowledge of the aircraft final-approach speed. As
a point of reference, a report by Martin and Wil-
lett in 1968 measured 26.5 sec for the interarrival-
time-error standard deviation of manual control with

no computer aiding. Based on the measured real-
time, piloted-simulation delivery error at the runway
threshold, a system interarrival-time-error standard
deviation was determined to be in the range of 10.4
to 14.1 sec. This real-time outcome supports the
12 sec predicted by earlier TIMER fast-time simu-
lations and demonstrated the evolutionary features
of the concept. (That is, the concept bridges the
gap between conventional aircraft cockpits having a
manual voice-linked ATC system and advanced air-
craft cockpits in a data-link environment with fur-
ther ground automation.) Other real-time system
performance parameters measured include approach
speeds, response time to controller's turn instruc-
tions, bank angles, and ATC controller's message-
delivery-time errors. These data will enable ATC
researchers to verify and refine computer models of
the pilot/airborne system and the controller's perfor-
mance.

1.0 Introduction

A description and a detailed fast-time evalua-
tion of a time-based, extended-terminal-area air traf-
fic control (ATC) concept called traffic intelligence
for the management of efficient runway scheduling

(TIMER) was presented in reference 1. The results
identified and showed the effects and interactions of

key system variables. The TIMER concept was de-
signed for evolutionary integration into the manual,
voice-linked ATC system and for handling both four-
dimensional (4D) flight management system (FMS)
equipped aircraft and non-4D-equipped aircraft. As
was stated in reference 1, it is anticipated that when a
terminal-area, time-based ATC system is first intro-
duced, many, if not most, of the aircraft will not be
equipped with a terminal-compatible 4D FMS. Un-
til most of the aircraft are equipped with a flexible,
terminal-compatible 4D FMS, the performance of a
time-based system will be constrained by non-4D air-
craft performance. Thus, the runway delivery-time
performance precision achievable with conventional
aircraft not equipped with 4D FMS is a key issue
relating to the system capacity of an initial terminal-
area, time-based flow control system such as TIMER.

Fast-time simulation results (ref. 1) indicated
that with computer aiding, which has aircraft final-
approach-speed information, a runway interarrival-
error standard deviation of about 12 sec could be

achieved for non-4D traffic. As a point of refer-
ence, a field study (ref. 2) conducted by the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA) in New York mea-
sured 26.5 sec for the interarrival-error standard de-

viation of manual control with no computer aiding.
One of the objectives of this study was to validate the
fast-time results by assessing the performance and
reaction of flight crews under realistic full-workload
conditions when flying a TIMER-assisted approach
in a conventional electromechanical cockpit without
a 4D FMS. Another objective was to obtain data on

pilot/aircraft performance so that computer models,
used in TIMER and other ATC simulations, could
be validated or refined. The primary area of inter-
est is the final-approach performance in a TIMER
environment.

Several facilities were integrated and used to con-
duct the simulation study. The real-time version
of the terminal area air traffic model (TAATM) de-
scribed in reference 3 with the TIMER algorithm em-
bedded was linked to a DC-9 cockpit simulator via

the Langley Mission-Oriented Terminal-Area Simula-
tion (MOTAS) Facility. Additional facilities included
controller work stations, a voice communication link,
and a landing-scene generator. These facilities to-
gether with a certified ATC controller, pseudo pilot,
and professional airline crews as subjects formed the
basis of a total system simulation for real-time crew-
in-the-loop experiments.

Several simulated instrument flight rules (IFR)
approaches, based on a runway 26L configuration at
Denver's Stapleton International Airport, were flown



fromtwodifferentroutesbyeachoftheairlinecrews.
A seriesof datarunswereconductedwitheachcrew
requestedto reactto controllerinstructionsasthey
normallywouldonanIFR approach.Eachcrewwas
thenbriefedonthe TIMERconceptandhowit was
beingapplied;thenanotherseriesof simulatedap-
proacheswereperformedand the differenceswere
compared.TIMER operationsandcontrolleractivi-
tieswerethesameforbothseriesof dataruns.The
runway-thresholderrorof eachapproachwasmea-
suredaswellasthepilot/aircraftsystemresponseto
speedandturn commands.Individualcrewreactions
wereobtainedviaquestionnairesandcomments.

2.0 TIMER Concept Overview

2.1 TIMER Concept Features
TIMERisanextended-terminal-areaflowcontrol

conceptthat beginsits controlin enrouteairspace
at the horizonof control. The major operational
featuresof theTIMERconceptareshownin figure1.
Theprincipalfeaturesaresummarizedasfollows:
1. The arrival streaminto the extendedterminal

areaisderandomizedat thehorizonofcontrolby
establishinga proposedaircraftlandingsequence
and buildinga list of aircraftscheduledlanding
times(SLT's)basedonseparationcriteria(events
@ and @ of fig. 1). The desiredmetering-fix
time asa resultof the assignedlandingtime is
alsodetermined.

2. Nominalestimatedtimesof arrivalusedin step1
arebasedon representativeaircraftperformance
models.Fromusingthesemodelsandpredicted
winds, a ground-computedtrajectory is deter-
minedto meet the aircraft assignedscheduled
landingtime (events@ and@ of fig. 1).

3. Computer-generatedassistanceis given to the
controllerto helphimmeetaircraft targettimes
basedon thetrajectorycalculations.Theparam-
etersdeterminedarethe en routecruisespeed,
the time to initiate as well as the Mach/CAS
speedsto fly a flight-idle-thrustdescent,andthe
terminalsegmentspeedsandheadings.

4. Adjustmentsto thescheduledlandingtimesand,
if necessary,changesin the landingsequenceare
madeto accommodateerrorsand anomaliesin
factorssuchaswind, navigation,airspeed,and
headingwhichaffectthe SLT of eitherthe own
aircraftor the precedingaircraft. Thesesched-
uleadjustmentsor controller-action points occur
at the following points shown in figure 1: the
metering fix, the speed adjustment points, and
the fine-tuning region. The landing sequence
is fixed before aircraft arrive in the fine-tuning
region.

5. The aircraft trajectory is fine tuned in the final-
approach region in order to meet the aircraft
final scheduled landing time with limited time
error. The performance in the final-approach fine-
tuning region is the primary focus of this paper.

A more complete description of the TIMER
concept is furnished in reference 1. References 4
through 9 describe some of the recent, closely
related research and development activity in the
area of extended-terminal-area, time-based air traffic
control.

2.2 Fine-Tuning Region

The TIMER fine-tuning region is defined by the
boundaries of the vector heading from the aim point
for the eastern arrivals (event @ in fig. 1) and by
the boundaries of the downwind-to-base turn for the

western arrivals (event @ in fig. 1). The dashed lines
in both figures 1 and 2 indicate the boundaries of the
fine-tuning region. Within this region the computer-
aided fine-tuning maneuvers consist of timing both
the turn-to-base maneuver (event @ in fig. 1) and the
turn-to-final maneuver (event @). In keeping with
the evolutionary nature of the TIMER concept, the
design was configured to be similar in geometry and
procedures to the conventional approach performed
today. That is, the pilot would not be able to distin-
guish between a TIMER-assisted final approach and
a conventi6nal radar, manual-controlled approach.

The fine-tuning process is based on a regularly
updated, estimated time of arrival (ETA) calculation
that displays how early, relative to its SLT, the
aircraft would be if its turn instructions were issued

immediately. The difference between the SLT and
the ETA is referred to as the direct-course error

(DICE) value. DICE gives more information than
a straight clock countdown display that indicates
only the remaining time to issue the turn command.
With expected communication and response times
of both the controller and pilots factored in, the
data tag of each aircraft on the controller display is
enhanced to indicate when, and to what heading, the
controller would vector the aircraft for the base and

localizer intercept segments. The fine-tuning region
must accommodate minor schedule changes due to
other aircraft errors, wind estimate errors, or own
aircraft flight errors that have accumulated since the
last speed control point.

3.0 Experimental System

3.1 Experimental Facilities

A complex system simulation using the Denver
Stapleton approach routes was assembled to provide



a realistic and dynamic environment for measuring

crew-in-the-loop, aircraft approach performance in
a TIMER environment. A real-time version of the

terminal-area air traffic model (TAATM) with the

TIMER algorithms embedded interacted with a cer-

tified ATC controller by means of a controller sta-

tion and plan position indicator (PPI) to provide the
ATC environment and scenarios. The Langley DC-9

Full-Workload Simulator cockpit provided the vehi-

cle for airline crew interaction. The computer data

interfaces, voice links, and controller workstations of

the Langley Mission-Oriented Terminal-Area Simu-

lation (MOTAS) Facility (ref. 10) linked the TIMER

algorithms and cockpit simulator interactively.

3.1.1 Mission-Oriented Terminal-Area

Simulation

The Langley Mission-Oriented Terminal-Area

Simulation (MOTAS) Facility shown in figure 3 (and

discussed in ref. 10) is a sophisticated system sim-

ulation capability that provides an environment in
which research studies can be conducted in flight

management and flight operations with a high de-

gree of realism. This facility provides a flexible and

comprehensive simulation of the airborne, ground-
based, and communications aspects of the airport

terminal-area environment. The major elements of

the MOTAS facility are an airport terminal-area en-

vironment model, several aircraft models and sim-

ulator cockpits, four pseudo-pilot stations, two air
traffic controller stations, and a realistic air/ground

communications network. In addition, the MOTAS

facility can be linked to the NASA Wallops Flight Fa-

cility at Wallops Island, Virginia, by telephone data
communication lines or satellite to allow interaction

with live aircraft for actual flight tests. The airport

terminal-area environment model gives a current rep-

resentation of Denver's Stapleton International Air-

port and surrounding area using either the TIMER
automation aids to the controller or present-day man-

ual control. In addition, the model simulates radar

systems, navigation aids, wind conditions, etc.

The MOTAS facility combines the use of several

aircraft cockpit simulators and pseudo-pilot stations

for flying aircraft in the simulated airport terminal

area. The facility is presently operational with the

Transport Systems Research Vehicle (TSRV) Simu-
lator, the General Aviation Simulator, and the DC-9

Full-Workload Simulator. These aircraft cockpit sim-

ulators allow entire crews to fly realistic missions in

the airport terminal area. Simulated aircraft can also

be controlled through the use of the pseudo-pilot sta-

tions. The operators of these stations can handle

up to 15 aircraft simultaneously by inputting control
commands to change airspeed, altitude, direction,

etc. The final major component of the facility is the

air traffic controller stations, which are described in
section 3.1.3.

3.1.2 The DC-9 Full-Workload Simulator

The transport aircraft cockpit (fig. 4) used in this

study was a fixed-base full-workload simulator out-
fitted as a DC-9 aircraft. A television model board

(fig. 5) provided the out-of-window landing scene for
the crew, which included visibility effects and ap-

proach lighting systems used to simulate Category I

landing conditions for this study (ref. 11). The air-

craft dynamics modeled were those of the McDonnell

Douglas DC-9 Series 30 aircraft. A full comple-

merit of cockpit electromechanical instruments was

provided, with all major systems functional includ-

ing autopilot, dual flight directors, and navigation
and communication radios. Subsystems, such as hy-

draulics and electrical systems, were modeled to the

extent necessary to provide normal in-flight opera-
tions and readouts to the crew.

The aircraft cockpit and terminal-area simula-

tion programs were run simultaneously on separate

Control Data CYBER 175 computer systems that
communicated with each other through extended

core storage. This allowed various aircraft data, such

as x,y,z positions, airspeed, bank angle, etc., from the

DC-9 program to be sent to the terminal-area pro-

gram for processing. The multifrequency radio com-
munications were simulated with selectable voice-link

channels between the cockpit radio tuning heads and

the ATC controller's radar display consoles of the
terminal-area simulation.

3.1.3 Simulation Air Traffic Controller Stations

The air traffic controller's interaction to the cock-

pit was provided using the facilities of the Mission-
Oriented Terminal-Area Simulation (MOTAS). The

MOTAS components used for the simulation are de-
scribed below.

As shown in figure 6, two controller stations (ATC

stations 1 to the left and 2 to the right) were equipped

with a plan position indicator (PPI) on which aircraft

position information is displayed. Each station had
a communications system for the verbal exchange of

information between the controller, the subject air-

craft (DC-9 cockpit), and the pseudo pilot as indi-

cated in figure 7. Additionally, ATC station 2 is

equipped with an electronic data tablet for inter-

action with TIMER-generated commands that ap-

pear on the PPI.
The controller displays are simulated by an Evans

& Sutherland Multi Picture System with a CRT mea-

suring 23 in. in diameter and mounted vertically

(fig. 6). The display is configured with a video map of
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theDenverterminalarea(fig.8). Statusinformation
fortheinstrumentapproachinuse,thealtimeterset-
ting, andtheautomaticterminalinformationservice
(ATIS)codewerepresentedin the lowerportionof
thedisplay.

An aircraftpositionis indicatedby anelongated
deltasymbolwith twotrailingchevronsthat provide
past-positioninformationof the aircraft track. An
associatedalphanumericdatablockis connectedto
theaircraftsymbolwitha leaderline;thespecificsof
thealphanumericdatablockareaddressedin a later
section.

Severalcomponentscomprisethe communica-
tionssystem.BothATCstationsareequippedwith
anaudiocontrolpaneland four presetfrequencies.
Theaudiopanelsarethe interfacebetweenthe con-
trollerheadsetsandaswitchingsystemthat searches
foramatchofthefrequencyselectedat thecontroller
stationsandat thecockpit.A voicedisguiserlinked
to the audiopanelservingATC station1 (the left
stationin fig. 7)providedthe capabilityfor varying
the voiceoutput of that station, thuscreatingfor
theDC-9cockpittheenvironmentof differentpilots
respondingto ATCcommands.

3.2 Experimental Conditions and
Interactions

3.2.1 Terminal-Area Conditions

The approach routes of Denver's Stapleton

International Airport operating in a runway 26L

landing configuration (fig. 2) were used assuming in-
strument meteorological conditions (IMC) weather

procedures. In anticipation of real-time experiments

with the ATOPS Boeing 737 research aircraft oper-

ating at the Wallops Flight Facility, the approach

paths were modified in the TIMER to reflect the

corresponding magnetic variation and altitudes at

Wallops. Thus, the terminal-area altitudes were re-

duced by approximately 5000 ft from the Denver alti-
tudes. The outer-marker intercept altitude and run-

way elevation were set to 1900 ft and 40 ft MSL,

respectively, and the active runway was designated

as 28L. Hereinafter, the simulated airport will be re-

ferred to as Denver/Wallops.

The area of interest in this study was the final-

approach performance of the conventional electro-

mechanical, non-4D-equipped aircraft in the TIMER

environment. Since the southern approach rout-

ings (BYSON and KIOWA) are geometrically simi-
lar to the northern routings (DRAKO and KEANN),

only the latter two were used for experimental data

flights in the cockpit simulator. However, computer-

simulated traffic controlled by TIMER was flown
from all four approach routes.

A linear wind model using statistical coefficients

for an average Denver area wind was used in all runs.

The simulated wind velocity at ground level was

7.9 knots from 277 ° with a speed gradient of 2.368

knots per 1000 ft. In this study the wind direction
was constant at all altitudes.

3.2.2 Approach Paths and Procedures

The expected flight paths for the two inbound

routes used by the cockpit simulator in the study are

depicted in the simplified approach charts shown in

figures 9 and 10. The charts show applicable radio

frequencies, nominal indicated airspeeds, magnetic
headings, and MSL altitudes in the final-approach

area. For each experimental flight either the DRAKO

or KEANN approach was chosen from the subset of

simulated DC-9 flights generated in a fast-time run
under simulation conditions identical to those in the

real-time experiment. Thus, the initial conditions for

each approach within the subset were slightly differ-

ent because of variations in assigned airspeeds and

the error models in the TIMER program. Each crew
used the same subset of initial conditions. The ac-

tual initialization points were selected to be 1 minute

prior to either the turn to downwind on the DRAKO
approaches or to the turn to base in the vicinity of

the FLOTS intersection on the KEANN approaches.

The events that occurred during the approaches

can be described by referring to the labeled areas

in figure 11. For initialization (area I), the posi-

tion, speed, heading, and descent rate of the sim-

ulated target aircraft were transmitted to the DC-9

simulation program via computer memory shared by

the TIMER and DC-9 programs while the TIMER
was put in a hold mode. After the aircraft simulator

was aerodynamically trimmed and the two programs

were returned to real-time operation mode, the pilot

was expected to maintain the initial airspeed and to
track inbound to the DEN VORTAC. There was an

initial communication exchange between the cockpit
and the feeder controller to establish communications

and to verify descent clearance to 6000 ft MSL.

At the areas labeled _)on the DRAKO approach

and (_)on the KEANN approach in figure 11, the

TIMER generated a vector message and time at
which the controller should initiate the corresponding
turn command. This turn was to the downwind head-

ing for the DRAKO approach and to a variable base-

leg heading for the KEANN approach. The TIMER

algorithm computed the heading compensation for

wind to maintain the desired ground tracks. All re-

quested headings were rounded to the nearest mul-
tiple of 10 °. The next events were the handoff from
the feeder controller to the final controller on the

DRAKO approach (H) or a speed change to 170 knots

4



(S) immediatelyfollowedby the handoff(H) on the
KEANNapproach.

After communicationwasestablishedwith the
cockpit, the final controllerissuedaltitude clear-
ancesat hisdiscretionto descendthesubjectaircraft
to 1900ft prior to interceptingthe final-approach
course.On the DRAKOapproach,a speedadjust-
ment(170knots)wasgeneratedasthe aircraftap-
proacheda specifiedlocation(S) on the downwind
leg.

Whenapproachingor whenwithin thefine-tuning
region,boundedby the dashedlines in figure11,
the direct-courseerror (DICE) with respectto the
runwaywasperiodicallycomputedanddisplayedto
thecontroller.Asdescribedinsection2.1,twoDICE
turnsweregeneratedfor the DRAKOapproach(B
andF), andoneDICE turn wasgeneratedfor the
KEANNapproach(F). In conjunctionwith the last
DICEturn, clearancewasissuedfor theILSrunway
28Lapproach.As part of the instrumentapproach
clearance,the pilot wasinstructedto contactthe
towerat theoutermarker.Fortheremainderof the
flight, thepilot continuedonanormalILS approach
to the runway. Each run was flown to runway
touchdownandterminatedafterstartingtherollout.

3.2.3 Controller/Pseudo-Pilot Function

Arrival traffic inbound to the simulated Denver/

Wallops Airport transits two terminal control sectors

(the feeder sector and the final sector). The subject

aircraft (the DC-9 simulator) was initialized in the
feeder sector between 10 and 15 n.m. from the final

control sector. Control instructions issued in this sec-

tor consisted of TIMER-generated commands that

included turns off the initial inbound routing and

speed reductions.

At the beginning of the run, the individual at
ATC station 1 assumed the role of controller to

the DC-9 simulator and other sector traffic; the

individual at ATC station 2, a certified air traffic

controller, acted as a pseudo pilot. As the aircraft

entered the final sector, 3 to 4 minutes into the run,
these roles were reversed for the duration of the run.

Transfer of control to the final controller occurred

after the subject aircraft received the initial turn off

the inbound route (i.e., an easterly heading when
on the DRAKO approach or a heading that varied

between 150 ° and 200 ° for the KEANN approach).
The transfer of communications occurred when the

aircraft was instructed to "Contact Approach on
125.3," at which time the aircraft contacted the final
sector.

In the final control sector, the aircraft was vec-

tored to the final-approach course at the proper alti-

tude using TIMER-generated fine-tuning commands

to reduce arrival-time error over the runway thresh-
old. Aircraft were instructed to contact the tower

at the outer marker; the controller then assumed the

role of the tower controller and provided communi-

cations normally encountered by aircraft monitoring

the tower frequency. To enhance realism, the land-

ing clearance for the subject aircraft was issued at

varying points along the final-approach course.

The procedures used for the ATC simulation were

taken from the air traffic control manual (ref. 12)

and were identical to those used in actual practice.

The phraseology used and the clearances issued con-

formed both in content and format to those currently

used in the real-world ATC system.

3.2.3 Controller Interface to TIMER

The TIMER-generated commands were presented

as part of the alphanumeric data block associated
with each aircraft. These data blocks were com-

posed of 10 fields of text as described in figure 12.

Fields 2 through 6 (shown shaded in fig. 12) con-
tained information common to that found in termi-

nal ARTS III data blocks. All other fields contain

information that was unique to the TIMER program
and not found in current ATC terminal data blocks.

Field 1 was used to display the DICE value of air-

craft in the fine-tuning region. The DICE value (de-

scribed in section 2.2) decreased at a rate that was

dependent on the ground track and speed of the air-

craft. Field 7 displayed the TIMER-recommended

heading and field 8 displayed the recommended air-
speed. Fields 9 and 10 provided time-reference infor-

mation with respect to the time at which the com-

mand should be delivered, the command delivery

time (CDT).

For aircraft flying outside the fine-tuning region,

the CDT's for speed and vector commands were

computed using estimated ground speeds and tracks

with respect to specified geographic locations. Thus,

the required CDT's were generated well in advance of

the aircraft reaching these locations. Within the fine-

tuning region, however, the flight path geometry was
somewhat variable. Therefore, the desired vectors

for turning to the base and final-approach legs were
not shown in the aircraft data tag until the actual

clearance was generated, which was approximately 0

to 4 sec prior to the associated CDT.

The time remaining to the CDT provided useful

information to the controller in integrating the is-
suance of the command into his workload. Should

the command not be issued on time, a "countup"

feature provided information needed to compensate

for delinquency in delivery of the command. For ex-

ample, if the program generated a left turn to 350 °

and the controller was 5 sec late in transmitting the
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command,a turn to 340° might be issuedin-
steadif the controllerjudged that necessaryfor
compensation.

The controllerdisabledthe commandby useof
anelectronicdatatabletandanassociatedpen.The
penwasmoveduponthe data tablet,whichcorre-
spondinglymoveda slaved"X" on the traffic dis-
play.Whenthe"X" wasplacedovertheappropriate
datablockandthe penswitchdepressed,the com-
mandandthe time referenceinformationweredis-
abled. Thedatablockthen returnedto its original
state.Thetimeat whichthecommandandthetime
informationweredisabledwasrecordedandusedto
determineif theearlyor latedeliveryof a command
mighthaveinfluencedthearrivaltimeof anaircraft
at therunwaythreshold.

Figure13depictsthe evolutionof a datablock
that containsa vectorcontrolcommand.Figure14
showsanexampleof aDICEcountdownandensuing
vectorcommand.

3.2.5 Subject Crew Profile and Experimental
Task

Eight professional DC-9 rated pilots, four from
each of two major U.S. airlines, served as test sub-

jects for this study. Each pilot served as the captain

and then the first officer for a crew, thus allowing

eight full crews to be formed from the eight pilots. A
crew was defined in the test matrix by the pilot serv-

ing as captain during the flights. The captain han-
dled all flying duties during the flight, and the first

officer handled communication and navigation radio

functions, checklists, flaps, gear, etc. The individ-

ual subjects had experience in a variety of jet trans-

port aircraft including the McDonnell Douglas DC-9

and DC-8; the Boeing 727, 737, and 757; the British

Aerospace BAC 111; and the Lockheed L-1011 and
C-141. The total jet transport experience ranged

from a low of 4800 hours to a high of 13 300 hours,

with an average of 6800 hours. The DC-9 experi-

ence ranged from a low of 1500 hours to a high of

6000 hours, with an average of 3500 hours.

The task presented to each crew was to fly either
the KEANN route or the DRAKO route of the simu-

lated Denver/Wallops Airport with a final approach

and landing to runway 28L. The weather conditions

simulated were those of Category I instrument flight

rules with a ceiling of approximately 200 ft and a run-

way visual range of approximately 0.5 n.mi. Thus,

the out-of-window visual scene presented an image

of being in the clouds until the breakout occurred, at
which point the crew would be able to see the run-

way and approach lights. The crew was requested

to fly the aircraft as they normally would when us-

ing manual controls, manual throttles, and a flight
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director. Figure 15 presents a simplified cockpit sim-

ulator procedure that occurred during the setup for

each run and during each flight. The crew was to per-

form all normal flight-deck tasks associated with fly-

ing through a terminal area and making an approach

and landing including normal checklists. (A normal

checklist for each crew was that used by their par-

ticular airline.) The crew was requested to respond
in a normal manner to air traffic control instructions

for speed and altitude changes and vectoring maneu-

vers. As part of normal operations, the crew was

required to accomplish all radio-commmfication fre-

quency changes when instructed by air traffic control
as the aircraft was handed off from sector to sector.

Figures 16 and 17 present the navigation chart and

ILS approach plate, respectively, used by the crews
for this study.

3.2.6 Experimental Matrix and Parameters

The experimental organization or design is per-

haps best shown in the following table:

Experimental
condition

Before

TIMER

Briefing

After

TIMER

Briefing

Simulation

flights
Practice

Run 1

Run 2

Run 3
Run 4

Practice
Run 1

Run 2

Run 3

Run 4

Run 5

Crew number

1...n... 8

X...X...X

X...X...X

X...X...X

X...X...X
X...X...X

X...X..
X...X..

X...X..

X...X..

X...X..

X

.X

.X

.X

.X

.X

A total of eight crews served as subjects in the

TIMER/DC-9 experiment. A set of runs was made

wherein each crew was requested to react to con-

troller instructions as they normally would in instru-

ment meteorological conditions (IMC) when transi-

tioning to and executing an instrmnent approach.

This series was called the "before-TIMER-briefing"

runs. Each crew was given a full practice approach

and then performed 4 data runs for a total of 32

before-briefing data runs.
Each crew was then briefed on the TIMER con-

cept and how it was being applied, stressing that

the performance depended on timely and consis-
tent execution of ATC request. The presumption is

that the after-briefing case represented pilots with a

knowledge and awareness of the TIMER system, i.e.,



pilotswhoweremotivatedandattentiveto ATC in-
structions.Anotherseriesof simulatedapproaches
wasflown. Thissecondsetof runswaslabeledthe
"after-TIMER-briefing"runs.TIMERoperationand
controllerprocedureswereconsistentforbothbefore-
andafter-briefingruns.Somecrewsperformed4data
runsandothersperformed5 for a total of 37after-
briefingdata runs. The followingdataweretaken
duringtheexperiment:

Runway-thresholdtimeerror
Final-fixtimeerror
DC-9x,y,z position as a function of time

Pilot's response time to ATC turn instructions

DC-9 bank angle during turns

Captain's questionnaire rating

First officer's questionnaire rating

Controller's final-turn message-delivery-time
error

In a human-in-the-loop experiment there is

always the concern that the learning-curve

phenomenon will have an effect that is falsely

attributed to an experimental parameter. The fol-

lowing steps were taken to address this concern:

(1) The DC-9 Full-Workload Simulator cockpit was
utilized, (2)DC-9 certified, professional airline pi-

lots were used as test subjects, (3) standard cockpit

procedures were used during the flight, (4) no un-

usual or nonstandard items were in the cockpit such

as experimental displays, and (5) the DC-9 simula-

tor was developed with the technical guidance of a

senior pilot from one of the two airlines providing

pilots for this study. Also, before data were taken,

each crew was briefed and given familiarization time
in the DC-9 cockpit before performing a full-blown

practice run. In addition, the performance data and

crew questionnaire were cross-checked to determine

if there was a progressive performance improvement

due to a learning effect. Data from the crews' first
data runs were compared with the fourth data runs

within the before-briefing data set.

4.0 Real-Time Simulation Results and

Discussion

Measurements were taken of the delivery-time

precision achieved at the runway threshold and

final-approach fix by a flight crew under realisti-

cally simulated full-workload conditions when fly-

ing a TIMER-assisted approach in a conventional
electromechanical cockpit without a 4D FMS. Other

real-time system performance parameters measured

include final-approach speeds flown, approach routes

and speeds flown, response time to controller's turn

instructions, bank angles employed, and ATC con-

troller's message-delivery-time errors. In addition,

aircraft-crew questionnaire data were collected after

each simulated approach.

4.1 Piloted Simulation Performance

4.1.1 Delivery-Time Precision at Runway
Threshold

The runway delivery-time precision achievable

with conventional aircraft not equipped with a 4D

FMS is a primary parameter of interest in this

study. The cockpit/pilot airborne system perfor-

mance was measured under crew-in-the-loop, real-

istic full-workload conditions. Figures 18 and 19

show the results before and after pilot briefing, re-

spectively, of the cockpit simulator delivery-time er-

rors at the runway threshold. The time errors are
defined as the difference in threshold crossing times
between the SLT and the recorded DC-9 simulator.

It should be noted that the TIMER SLT's are dy-

namic, and thus the errors are relative to the last SLT

used that occurs prior to the turn-to-final maneu-

ver. Under the experimental conditions measured,

the ATC controller's time error in delivering the

final turn message, relative to the delivery time in-

dicated by TIMER, was removed to isolate the com-

bined TIMER system and pilot/cockpit simulator de-

livery precision.

In a crew-oriented experiment, there is always the

concern that an effect attributed to an experimental

parameter might, in fact, be caused by a learning-

curve phenomenon. As mentioned earlier, several

steps were taken to eliminate this effect. As a cross-

check, the standard deviation of the DC-9 runway
time errors for the first data run of each crew before

briefing was computed and compared with the time
errors of that crew's fourth data run before briefing.
The standard deviation was 7.9 sec for the crews'

first data run and 8.6 sec for the crews' fourth data

run. Thus, there appears to be no progressive im-

provement in runway time-error standard deviation

within the before-briefing data set that would indi-

cate a learning effect.

The standard deviation of the DC-9 runway

delivery-time error was computed for the runs both

before and after pilot briefing. There are two signifi-

cant and closely related issues here. One is whether
there is a difference in the delivery precision before

and after briefing. The other issue is the range of

the delivery precision that can be expected with a

TIMER-assisted approach to the runway.

With no time-error contribution by the ATC con-

troller and with the assumption that the before-

briefing case represents today's typical airline crew

response, the data indicated a non-4D, single-aircraft,

runway time-error standard deviation of 9.7 sec. The
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experimentalassumptionwasthat theafter-briefing
caserepresentedpilotswith a knowledgeandaware-
nessof the systemgoals(i.e., pilots with attention
andmotivationto promptlyandconsistentlyrespond
to ATC instructions). The single-aircraft,runway
time-errorstandarddeviationcomputedfor after-
briefingrunswas7.0sec.

The statistical F test was used to evaluate
whethertherewasa differencein the standardde-
viationin before-andafter-briefingrunwaytimeer-
ror. The null hypothesisfor the F test contends
that the ratio of the varianceis 1 (i.e., (Tbefore----
aafter) at some significance a. For the before- and
after-briefing standard deviations computed, the null

hypothesis can be rejected at a significance of 5.6 per-

cent. A confidence of 94.4 percent is slightly less con-

clusive than the desirable 95 percent; however, the

statistical result does support the proposition that

there was a small difference in the single-aircraft,

runway time-error standard deviation before and af-

ter briefing. Though there appears to have been a

slight reduction in the delivery precision after brief-

ing, what is significant is how well the system works
even with normal pilot response to ATC instructions.

In fact, 7.0 to 9.7 sec can be treated as the range

of single-aircraft standard deviations to be expected

from airline pilots manually controlling an aircraft in

response to verbal instructions from a final-approach
controller who has computer aiding.

If Gaussian distributions are assumed, the total

system (TIMER algorithms, pilot-in-the-loop, and
controller) runway time-error variance for a single
aircraft is

2 + a2 (1)0"5 _ O'p

where

ap pilot-in-the-loop/TIMER algorithm,
time-error standard deviation for a single
aircraft

ac standard deviation of controller's

message-delivery-time error relative to

TIMER expected delivery time

Assuming Gaussian distributions and a standard de-

viation of 2.3 sec in the ATC controller's message-

delivery-time error (from section 4.2), the total sys-

tem delivery-time-error standard deviation of single
aircraft at the runway threshold would be 10.0 and

7.4 sec before and after briefing, respectively.

As described in reference 1, if Gaussian distri-

butions are assumed, the relation between single-

aircraft, runway time-error standard deviation and

aircraft-pair, runway interarrival-time-error standard

deviations is given by

_i = v_ _ (2)
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where

ffd runway delivery-time-error standard

deviation for a single aircraft

a i runway interarrival-time-error standard

deviation for an aircraft pair

Using equation (2), the runway time-error stan-

dard deviations of 7.4 and 10.0 sec for single aircraft
translate to interarrival-time-error standard devia-

tions of 10.4 and 14.1 sec for corresponding aircraft

pairs. These interarrival values bracket the 12 sec ob-
tained in the earlier fast-time simulation and there-

fore support the reference 1 findings. As a point
of reference, an FAA field study (ref. 2) measured

a runway interarrival-time-error standard deviation

of 26.5 sec for the aircraft pairs using manual con-

trol with no computer aiding. Thus, both the pre-
vious fast-time results and the real-time human-in-

the-loop simulation results of this study show the

potential of a time-based, terminal flow control sys-
tem with controller aids such as those obtained in

TIMER. With ground system knowledge of the air-

craft final-approach speed, the runway interarrival-
time-error standard deviation of the non-4D aircraft

pair could be reduced to a region between 10.4 and
14.1 sec.

4.1.2 Delivery-Time Performance at

Final-Approach Fix

Since the DC-9 simulator was configured with a

known and constant landing weight for all the ap-

proaches, the pilot's flip-chart final-approach speed
was also constant. The modeled and reported surface

wind was also constant. Given these conditions, the

time-error standard deviations at the final-approach

fix (outer marker) should be in the proximity of those
measured at the runway threshold. Figures 20 and 21

show the results before briefing the pilot and after

briefing the pilot, respectively, of the time errors for

the DC-9 simulator at the final-approach fix. The

before-briefing standard deviations were 9.1 sec at

the final-approach fix as compared with 9.7 sec at

the runway threshold. The after-briefing standard
deviations were 5.4 sec at the final-approach fix as

compared with 7.6 sec at the runway threshold. The

slightly higher standard deviations at the runway

threshold relative to those at the final-approach fix,

for both the before- and after-briefing cases, result

from the variation in final-approach speeds flown by

the individual pilots. The next section will address

the final-approach-speed performance.

,_.1.3 Final-Approach-Speed Performance

The final-approach speed is defined as the sta-

bilized speed that the pilot reduces to on the glide

slope when flying an instrument approach between



thefinal-approachfix andtherunway.Foreachair-
craft typethereexistsa final approachandlanding
speed(typically1.3timesthestall speed)which,for
the recommendedflap setting,is a functionof air-
craft landingweight.Theweight/speedinformation
is typicallycontainedin atabularformin thepilot's
takeoff-andlanding-speedsflip chart. Generally,the
recommendedrule in airlinetrainingmanualsis to
addone-halfthesurfaceheadwindplusthegustvalue
to the indicatedflip-chartspeed.Thisresultantair-
speedvaluewill bereferredto asthe "expectedfinal-
approachspeed."However,thereis somevariability
in thewindadjustmentfrompilot to pilot.

Reference1showedthat largevariationsfromthe
expectedfinal-approachspeedwouldhavea signif-
icant impacton runwayinterarrivalerror. There-
fore, determiningthe extent of actual pilot vari-
ation in final-approachspeedfrom that expected
is an importantparameterin assessinga terminal-
area,time-basedflowcontrolsystemsuchasTIMER.
Thepilot'sflip chartlisteda final-approachspeedof
130knotsfor theDC-9simulator-configuredweight
of95000lb. Sincetheannounced,simulatedsurface
headwindwas8 knots,the resultantexpectedfinal-
approachspeedwas134knotswhenusingtheabove
definition.

Figure22 showsthe meanand the spreadof
indicatedairspeedalong the entire final-approach
coursefor all runsbeforebriefing.Thestandardde-
viationsof thecockpit-simulatorindicatedairspeed
at the half-milepointsarealsoshown. Figure23
showsthesameinformationfor the runsafter brief-
ing. Theairspeedmagnitudeandspreadalongthe
final-approachcoursearesimilarforboth thebefore-
andafter-briefingruns.Theaveragestabilizedspeed
onfinal approachis approximately139knots,which
is fasterthan the expectedfinal-approachspeedof
134knots. The higheraveragespeedwouldcause
theindividualaircraftto beslightlyearlyrelativeto
theirscheduledlandingtime,but it wouldnotaffect
theaircraft-pairinterarrival-timeerror. Thespread
or standarddeviationof final-approachspeedfrom
that expecteddoesaffectthe aircraft-pair,runway
interarrival-time-errorstandarddeviation.Thedata
of figures22and 23showthat the airspeedstan-
darddeviationswereunder5 knotsoncethe final-
approachspeedwasestablishedon the glideslope.
The final-approachdata, togetherwith the follow-
inganalysisat theILS CategoryI window,providea
basisformodelingindividualpilot variationin final-
approachspeedfromthat expectedwhenperforming
ATC analysisof simulationmodeling.

Figures24and25showthefrequencydistribution
of thefinal-approachindicatedairspeedsampledat

theILS CategoryI window(about200ft aboveand
2800ft horizontallyfromthethresholdfor a 3° glide
slope)beforeandafter briefing,respectively.The t
andF testsevenat a20-percentlevelof significance
indicatedthat both themeansandthestandardde-
viationsofthefinal-approachspeedsbeforeandafter
briefingwerenot distinguishable.Consequently,the
beforeandafterfinal-approachspeedswerecombined
to get thefrequencydistributionshownin figure26.
Thesepooleddata indicatedthat thefinal-approach
speedflownin thesimulatorwasanaverage4.8knots
fasterthanexpectedandthestandarddeviationwas
3.7knots. The68data approachesflown by the 8
pilots from 2 airlinessupportthe premisethat the
dataof figure26arerepresentativeof what canbe
expectedfromairlinetrafficunderconditionssimilar
to thosesimulated.

,_.1.4 Approach Routes and Speeds Flown

Figure 27 shows the spatial distribution of the

arrival-approach paths to the final-approach area

flown by the crews in the data runs along with

the nominal-approach paths. The aircraft positions

are shown plotted every simulated radar scan of
4 sec. As discussed in section 3.1.1, the downwind

and base legs are flown in response to heading and

speed instructions from the ATC controller who, in

turn, was interacting with the TIMER controller aids

displayed on the PPI.

Figure 28 shows the base segment of all the
KEANN data approaches (combined before- and

after-briefing runs) with the darker position mark-

ers indicating aircraft locations every 10 scans or

40 sec. Figure 29 shows the corresponding aircraft

indicated airspeeds and sample means with the sam-

ple standard deviations plotted for the corresponding

40-sec position points. The approach-path spreads

and speed profiles between the before- and after-

briefing runs did not differ significantly, and thus
they were combined in a composite for the KEANN

approach. In a similar manner, the before- and after-

briefing runs were combined to show the approach-

path spread" and speed profiles of the DRAKO data

approaches. These are shown in figures 30 and 31.

The path divergence and airspeed data are presented
so that ATC researchers may realistically model pilot

performance in the terminal area.

Even though the wind model was not changed

and each crew was given the same speed instruction

for the same route, there was some variation in the

speeds for both approaches flown. The airspeed
standard deviation a varied between 4 and 7 knots

along the approaches. Data presented in figures 27

through 31 in the arrival-approach region and in



figures22and23alongthefinal-approachregiongive
a compositemodelof theaircraftpatternspeedsas
flownin thesimulatedenvironment.

4.1.5 Turn-Command Response Time of
Aircrew

4.1.5.1 Turn-to-final-command response time of

aircrew. The timing of the turn-to-final maneuver

from the base leg is the most crucial approach turn

with respect to the aircraft arriving at the runway

threshold at the scheduled landing time. Figures 32

and 33 show the histograms of pilot responses to ATC

turn-to-final instructions before and after briefing,

respectively. The pilot response time is defined as the

elapsed time between hearing the ATC controller's
turn instruction and the time when the aircraft is

banked into the final turn 5° from the roll attitude

at the time when the turn instruction was received

in the cockpit.
The F test for differences of variance assumes

Gaussian distributions. The data of figures 32 and 33
are somewhat skewed. Therefore, a data transforma-
tion of

t' = 0.734(t - 0.9) 0.55 + 4.137 (3)

was used (ref. 13) on each data point to approximate
a Gaussian distribution. The F test on the trans-

formed response-time data before and after briefing

yielded an F statistic of

(0.6) 2

F - (0.5)2 - 1.44 (4)

Even at the 20-percent level of significance, the

transformed, turn-to-final response-time standard

deviation after briefing could not be considered differ-

ent from the standard deviation before briefing. The

pilots' mean response times before and after brief-

ing were equal for both the measured data and the
transformed data. Therefore, the means of the pilots'

response times as well as the standard deviations be-

fore and after briefing should be considered equal.

4.1.5.2 Turn-to-final-command response-time

model of aircrew. Since there was no significant sta-
tistical difference at the base-to-final turn between

the pilot response times before and after briefing,

they were combined as shown in figure 34. A three-

parameter Weibull distribution with probability den-
sity function

f(t) = "_

f(t) : 0 (t < -y)

(5)

was fitted to the combined response-time data for
the base-to-final turn. A threshold of 0.9 was se-

lected and the mean and variance of the Weibull dis-

tribution were set equal to the measured combined

data in order to solve for the parameters _7 and _3.

This yielded values of "), = 0.9, /3 = 1.1, and _7 =

2.28. The resultant fitted Weibull density function is

superimposed on the measured data in figure 34. Ref-

erence 14 provides justification for using a Weibull

distribution to model the human response time.

Thus, we have an analytical expression for the prob-

ability density function of the pilot's response time
to the ATC controller's turn-to-final instruction.

The cumulative distribution of the three-parameter
Weibull distribution is equal to

F(t)F(t)=1=0 -exp [ (t-_')')Z 1 (t k _/; 7/'/3 >0)/(t< "y) (6)

The histogram and fitted-density model of fig-

ure 34 are the delay responses of 8 airline pilots per-
forming 62 turn-to-final maneuvers. The model rep-

resents a simple input/output relationship and does
not address the detailed contributing factors. There

are several possible explanations such as variations

in individual pilot routine response to ATC turn in-

struction, pilot workload or cockpit activity at the

time that the turn instructions were issued, and dif-

ferences in piloting procedures when initiating a turn.

For example, initiating the turn before setting the
"bug" on the directional gyro display would produce

a different response time from the procedure of set-

ting the bug and then initiating the turn. Another

controlled and more focused experiment would be re-

quired to identify and isolate contributing factors.

Such an experiment could determine if training would

change the crew's response-time curve.

4.1.5.3 Approach-turn-command response time

of aircrew. Figures 35 and 36 show the pilot response
times to controller turn instructions both before and

after briefing, respectively, at the first turn on the

KEANN approach route ((_)in fig. ll(b)). Corre-

spondingly, figures 37 and 38 show the response-time

data before and after briefing for the first turn on

the DRAKO approach (_)in fig. ll(a)). Similarly,

figures 39 and 40 show the response-time data before

and after briefing for the second or downwind-to-base

turn on the DRAKO approach (_)in fig. ll(a)).

For each of these earlier turns, rigorous statistical

tests on these data are not very enlightening because
of the limited sample sizes. No statistical differences

in the pilot response times before and after briefing
at each of these earlier turns can be claimed. For
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thesamereason,no response-timedifferenceamong
theturnsthemselvescanberigorouslysubstantiated.
However,therearea coupleof observationsabout
the trendsin the plotted data that areworthnot-
ing. Oneis that the response-timescatterfor these
earlierturnsin theapproachbeforebriefingseemsto
be somewhatreducedafter briefing.The otherob-
servationis that the closerthe aircraftgetsto the
runwaythemoretheresponse-timedatatendto get
skewedwith a largerpercentageof thereactionscon-
centratedat smallerresponsetimes.

4.1.6 Bank-Angle Performance

For each of the controller-issued turns during the

approach, the value of the maximum bank angle
was recorded because bank angle has an effect on

time error at the runway. A variation in the bank

angle will vary the radius of the turn and, thus, the
distance traveled and the time of arrival. A time

error will result if the pilot uses a bank angle that

is significantly different from that assumed in the

TIMER algorithm. The bank angles flown by the

test crews during the turn-to-final maneuver from the

base leg are examined first and in greater detail than
the other turns since that turn is the most crucial

relative to runway-arrival time accuracy. Figures 41

and 42 show the histograms of maximum bank angles
used in the turn-to-final maneuver before and after

briefing, respectively.
There are two noteworthy differences between the

before- and after-briefing bank-angle distributions for
the turn-to-final maneuver. The bank-angle den-

sity is considerably skewed before briefing but is

more symmetrical after briefing. The other differ-

ence observed is that the bank angles after briefing

are more closely bunched. The standard deviation,

which measures dispersion, is 2.8 ° after briefing as

compared with 4.6 ° before briefing. The F test at

the 0.7-percent significance strongly supports the hy-

pothesis that the subject pilots kept their bank angles
in a narrower range of values after the briefing while

performing the base-to-final turn.

A Weibull distribution, with the probability den-

sity function defined by equation (5), was fitted to

the data of figures 41 and 42. The parameters of

the Weibull distribution before briefing are 3` = 19,

= 1.51, and rt = 7.54. The parameters of the

Weibull distribution after briefing are 3' = 20, fl =

2.56, and r/= 7.55. The fitted curves for before and

after briefing are shown in figures 41 and 42, respec-

tively. These distributions can be used to model in-
dividual pilot variation in the selection of bank angle
for the base-to-final turn.

Figures 43 and 44 show the maximum bank an-
gle employed when turning to the base leg on the

KEANN approach (@in fig. ll(b)) both before and

after briefing, respectively. The bank-angle standard

deviations computed were 5.0 ° before briefing and

3.2 ° after briefing. For the values computed be-

fore and after briefing, the significance must be at

least 8 percent in order to reject the null hypoth-

esis (i.e., O'before =- Oafter). Because of the limited

sample size, there is a less-than-conclusive statisti-
cal case for the contention that there was a differ-

ence in the bank-angle standard deviations before

and after briefing for the turn-to-base maneuver on

the KEANN approach.

Figurs 45 and 46 show the maximum-bank-angle

data before and after briefing, respectively, for the
turn to the downwind on the DRAKO approach (_)

in fig. 11(a)). The standard deviation was only

slightly reduced from 3.8 ° to 3.2 °. There was no
statistical significance to the bank-angle standard

deviations before and after briefing on the turn-to-

downwind maneuver on the DRAKO approach.

Figures 47 and 48 show the maximum-bank-angle
data before and after briefing for the turn-to-base leg

on the DRAKO approach ((_) in fig. 11(a)). The
bank-angle standard deviations computed were 3.4 °

before briefing and 2.2 ° after briefing. For the values

computed before and after briefing, the significance

must be at least 9 percent in order to reject the null

hypothesis of equal variances. Because of the limited

sample size there is a less-than-conclusive statistical
case for the contention that there was a difference

in the bank-angle standard deviations before and

after briefing for the turn-to-base leg on the DRAKO

approach.

The rigorous statistical test on the earlier termi-

nal approach turns before the base-to-final turn was
not as conclusive as would have been desired because

of the limited sample sizes. However, the trends

in the plotted data shown in figures 43 through 48
for these three earlier turns all seem to indicate the

scatter of the maximum bank angle before briefing

was reduced somewhat after briefing. There were no

significant differences between the before- and after-

briefing performances observed for the other aircraft

parameters measured such as speed and time re-

sponses. However, the maximum bank angle was an

exception. The tendency to reduce the dispersion or

spread of the bank angle after the pilots received the

TIMER briefing was clearly evident in the data on
the base-to-final turn. The reduction in the standard

deviation of the bank angles measured after briefing

for the base-to-final turn was apparently enough to

translate to a slight, though statistically significant

(at the 5.6-percent level), impact on the delivery-time

performance at the runway threshold.
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4.1.7 Final-Approach Data

To characterize and gather data for modeling of

crew and airborne system performance during the
final stages of the flight, various data such as alti-

tude, vertical tracking of the glide slope beam, lat-

eral tracking of the localizer beam, and airspeed were

monitored and recorded continuously. In addition,

snapshot data were recorded at the ILS Category I

window and the runway-threshold window. Little or

no difference was seen between crews, between air-

lines, or between before and after briefing; therefore,

only mean and standard deviation plots of all runs

before briefing are presented for the final-approach

parameters. For the snapshot data, all data for all

runs are presented on single plots.
Figure 49 presents the mean and standard

deviation plots for all runs/all crews for flights con-
ducted before briefing. Altitude performance, lo-

calizer tracking, airspeed performance, and rate-of-

descent performance are plotted versus distance from

the runway threshold. The plots begin just before

intercept of the glide slope beam. The data for the

flights after briefing are very similar to those pre-
sented herein.

Figure 50 presents snapshot data for the glide

slope error and localizer error for the Category I win-
dow. The ILS Category I window was 200 ft above

the ground where the crew must acquire the runway

environment in order to land. The data presented are
for all crews and all runs both before and after brief-

ing. All runs were within acceptable parameters and

were completed to touchdown. Figure 51 presents
the same data at the runway-threshold window.

4.1.8 Crew Questionnaire and Results

In addition to recording the physical data de-

scribed above, a rating sheet was administered to the

captain and first officer at the end of each flight. The

major objectives of the rating sheets were (1) to de-

termine if, after briefing, crew concern about prompt
and consistent response to ATC request raised their

perceived workload, and (2) to establish whether the

simulation was realistic and representative of real-
world conditions.

The rating sheet contained eleven 7-point scales

featuring bipolar adjective pairs that dichotomized

the following descriptors: (1) physical workload

(low/high), (2) cognitive workload (low/high),

(3) perceptual workload (low/high), (4) overall work-

load (low/high), (5) safety (safe/not safe), (6) pas-

senger acceptance (acceptable/not acceptable),
(7) skill required (minimum/maximum piloting skill),

(8) controllability (easy to control/hard to control),

(9) uneasiness (not uneasy/uneasy), (10) crew mem-

bers' performance (satisfactory/unsatisfactory), and

(11) ATC assessment (identical/very different). In
addition, space was provided for any additional com-
ments that the crew members desired to make about

the flight. Figure 52 presents an example of the rat-

ing sheet. A list of rating sheet definitions (fig. 53)

was presented to each crew member before the flight
began, and this definitions list was available to the

crew as they filled out the rating sheet after each

flight. This rating sheet has been developed over

several studies and was used in its present form with

a high degree of success in the study discussed in
references 15 and 16.

The ratings selected by each crew member from
the 7-point scale were converted to a number in the

range of I to 7 for each subjective descriptor, where

a "1" represented the most favorable rating (the low-

est workload, etc.) and a "7" represented the least

favorable rating (the highest workload, etc.). Aver-

age ratings across all captains and the corresponding

standard deviations were then computed for each of

the subjective descriptors on the rating sheet. This
was done both for the flights conducted before brief-

ing and for the flights conducted after briefing. The

same data reduction process was performed for the
first officers.

In order to ensure that differences seen in the data

between before briefing and after briefing were due

to the briefing and not due to training effects, the

data were tested for training effects using a statistical

t test. The first flight before briefing for all crews

was compared with the last flight before briefing for
all crews. No statistically significant difference was

detected for any of the descriptors between the first

flight and the last flight, thus indicating that there

were no training effects present in the data.

For the captains, each workload category (fig. 54)
was rated on the favorable end of the scale for the

flights before briefing and improved slightly after the
briefing. A significant difference was detected at

the 5-percent level between before briefing and after
briefing for physical workload and perceptual work-

load. The first officers' workload ratings for runs
both before and after briefing indicate less workload

than the captains' ratings. Although the first offi-

cers' results showed a slight reduction in their work-

load ratings after briefing, the differences were not

statistically significant. The important point is that

the crews' after-briefing awareness of the importance

of attention and prompt response to the ATC request

did not raise the perceived workload and, if anything,

the challenge may have even lowered their subjective
perceived workload.

For the next six categories rated by the captains
(fig. 54), all categories were rated in the most favor-

able one-third of the scale with only "skill required"
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and "crewmemberperformance"rated above2.3
beforebriefing.After briefing,all sixcategoriesim-
provedwithonly"skillrequired"ratedabove1.9.Al-
thougha significantdifferencebetweenbeforebrief-
ing andafterbriefingwasdetectedat the 5-percent
levelfor "controllability"and "uneasiness,"and at
the 1-percentlevelfor "crewmemberperformance,"
it shouldbeemphasizedthat all ratingswerein the
mostfavorablesectionof the scale. Bearin mind
that theratingsaresubjective,andthusthegeneral
rangeon thescaleis moreimportantthan theabso-
lutevalue.Forthefirst officers(fig. 55),little differ-
encewasseenin theratingsbetweenbeforeandafter
briefing,andnosignificantdifferencesweredetected.
Exceptfor "skill required"(whichwasratedat 2.7),
theotherfivecategorieswereratedbetween1and2.
Therearetwosignificantpointsto bemadefromthe
sixratingcategoriesdiscussedaboveaswellasfrom
pilot comments.Thecrewsindicatedthat the ma-
neuverswerenominalandwouldcausenopassenger
acceptanceproblems. In the crews'judgment,no
unusualpilot skill wouldbe requiredto performthe
TIMER-assistedapproaches.

Thefinalcategoryto be ratedwasthat of "ATC
assessment,"whereanattemptwasmadetoseeif the
crewmembersperceivedany significantdifferences
betweenthesimulatedATCenvironmentandthereal
world. As canbe seenfrom the figures,the crew
membersratedthe simulatedenvironmentvirtually
identicalto therealworld.

4.2 ATC Controller's Message-Delivery
Performance

Sincethe TAATM simulationwasoriginallyde-
signedto providearealisticenvironmentfor cockpit
research,pseudo-pilotcapabilityto drive all simu-
latedaircraft wasnot availableat the time of this
experiment.Lackof pseudo-pilotaircraftcontrolca-
pability wasacceptablebecausethe primary focus
of the experimentwasto measurethe performance
of conventionalaircraft (without a 4D flight man-
agementsystem)in a TIMER environment.Con-
sequently,the pilots in the cockpit simulationre-
actedto the controller'sverbalcommand;however,
theothersimulatedaircraftwereunderthecontrolof
theTIMERreal-timeprogram.As discussedin sec-
tion3 andshownin figure7, theverbalcommands
to theothertrafficwereissuedto a pseudopilot who
verballyrepliedandinitiatedradiocontact,but did
not actuallyinput trajectorycommands.

Figure56showsthe deliveryerrors(relativeto
theTIMERexpecteddeliverytimesdiscussedinsec-
tions2.2 and 3.2.4)of the ATC controller'sfinal-
turn instructionto the DC-9 cockpit. The tim-
inginformationobtaineddependedonthecontroller

manuallyactivatinganelectronicdata tablet imme-
diately after messagedeliveryto halt a computer
timer that wasactivatedby the DICE countdown.
Therewassomehumantime inaccuracyin activat-
ingthedatatabletrelativeto messagedelivery,which
contributedsomeimprecisionto thecontroller'smea-
suredtimeerrorsin messagedelivery.However,the
plottedvaluesof figure56area reasonableestimate
of the timeerrorsby thecontrollerin deliveringthe
final-turninstructionto theDC-9cockpit.Themea-
sureddeliveryerrorshada meanof 1.0seclateand
a standarddeviationof 2.1sec. A three-parameter
Weibulldistributionwith a densitygivenby equa-
tion (5)wasfitted to thedataasshownin figure56.
Theparametersof the plottedWeibulldistribution
are_ = -4.0, _ = 2.52,and_ = 5.63.

Figure57showsthe controller'smeasuredtime
errorsin deliveringthe final-turn instructionto the
TIMERsimulatedtrafficotherthan theDC-9cock-
pit. The measureddeliveryerror had a meanof
1.8seclateanda standarddeviationof 2.7sec.A
three-parameterWeibulldistributionwith a density
givenby equation(5) wasfitted to the dataand is
alsoshownin figure57.Theparametersof theplot-
tedcurveare_ -- -4.0, _ = 2.25, and _ = 6.54.

The ATC controller was an integral part of the

TIMER/DC-9 experiment. Therefore, he knew that
commands issued to other TIMER simulated and

controlled aircraft, although adding realism to the

DC-9 cockpit environment, did not affect the trajec-

tory of that other traffic. Given this situation, the

subject controller could have inadvertently paid more

attention to issuing instructions to the DC-9 cockpit
than would have been the case if all the traffic de-

pended on his instructions. The data of figures 56

and 57 support that hypothesis. The delivery-time-
error standard deviation of the controller's final-turn

instruction to the DC-9 cockpit (2.1 sec) was com-
pared with the standard deviation to the TIMER in-

ternally controlled traffic (2.7 sec). The standard F

test indicated that at the 2-percent level of signifi-

cance, there was a difference between the two stan-
dard deviations.

It is reasonable to assume that the subject con-

troller's final-turn message-delivery performance in

an operational TIMER environment is bounded by

the two cases shown in figures 56 and 57. A stan-
dard deviation of 2.3 sec was used in section 4.1 to

compute the system interarrival-error performance.

Although showing the performance of only one con-

troller, the data represent a credible initial estimate

of general controller performance. A more rigorous
experiment to characterize the controller's perfor-

mance of message delivery-time-error performance of

controllers in general in an operational TIMER-like
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environmentwouldrequiretwoadditionalconditions:
(1) thetrajectoryof all simulatedaircraftdependent
uponcontrollerinstruction,and(2) themeasurement
ofanumberofcertifiedandpracticingfinal-approach
controllersassubjects.

4.3 Potential TIMER Improvements
Sections2 and3 describedthe TIMER concept

and the modeof controllerinterfaceusedfor this
study.Experiencewith thereportedreal-timestudy
anddiscussionswith theexperimentalsubjectshave
ledto someideasthat havethepotentialfor improv-
ingperformanceandacceptance.

4.3.1 Procedural Changes

The calculations used by TIMER during the ex-

periment assume that the pilots follow a procedure

in which they deploy the landing gear after inter-

ception of the lower edge of the glide slope, then fully

deploy the landing flaps. The resultant speed profile
is a pattern of deceleration across the final-approach

fix (outer marker) from approach speed to final as

shown in figures 22 and 23. There is some variation

in the point where speed reduction begins because of

altitude and piloting procedure. An alternative pro-
cedure often used in ATC practice, particularly at

the busier terminals, is for the controllers to request

that aircraft maintain speed to the final-approach fix.

This procedure has the potential of slightly reducing
the variation of the location where transition from

approach to final speed begins, thus making the time

duration along the final path slightly more consistent.

Headings in the real-time test were given to the

nearest 10 °. A resolution of the heading value to the

nearest 5 ° was suggested since that is sometimes used

in practice. It is true that 5 ° resolutions would better
match the aircraft path with the desired ground

track. However, based on the fast-time sensitivity

study of reference 1, a reduction of less than 1 sec
in the interarrival-error standard deviation would be

expected from flying headings to the nearest 5 ° . The

extent of pilot compliance with more precise heading
instructions is not known; however, subject reaction

to the proposal indicated no pilot reluctance to flying

headings with a 5° resolution.

4.3.2 Controller's Interface Alternatives

The current TIMER approach is to transmit the

suggested commands to the controller via the aircraft

data tags by adding more fields of information to
that currently displayed by the ARTS system. The
authors feel that is the location of choice because it

is in the normal field of view where the controller's

attention can remain focused oi1 the aircraft locations

and proximity to other aircraft. In addition, when

action is called for, the particular aircraft involved

is readily apparent since its data tag contains the
information. However, there is another point of

view which holds that the ARTS data tags already

contain enough information. In addition to possible
information saturation, the additional fields in the

data block would magnify tag offset from the aircraft

symbol in congested conditions. Another approach to

be explored is to have TIMER suggested commands

appear in a special position on the PPI screen or in a

message window. In this format, the messages would

probably be ordered on their desired delivery times.

In the real-time experiment the DICE proce-

dure was implemented by displaying the new de-

sired heading only after the DICE countdown reached
zero. The reason is that the calculated desired head-

ing occasionally changes as a function of wind pro-
file, aircraft altitude, schedule change, and projected

runway-centerline intercept distance from the final-

approach fix. An alternative procedure would be to

display the projected heading earlier even if some er-
ror resulted. This trade-off needs further controller

evaluations to determine if earlier heading display im-

proves performance or reduces controller workload.

Another idea that has potential application in

TIMER command/controller interaction also has

broader potential applications. Borrowing from the

military concept of look-to-aim weapons in aircraft,
an idea was advanced to use an automatic cursor that

follows controller lookpoint. This technique could

potentially be quicker and less tiring than a track-
ball or even a touchscreen. Instruments such as the

occulometer (ref. 17) could be used as a basis to ex-
plore this technique.

5.0 Major Results and Concluding

Remarks

Several facilities including a full-workload DC-9

cockpit and a real-time TIMER (traffic intelligence

for the management of efficient runway) simulation

were coupled together. These facilities together with

a certified air traffic control (ATC) controller, pseudo

pilot, and airline crew formed the basis of a total

system simulation for real-time crew-in-the-loop ex-
periments. Performance data were gathered as the

crew flew simulated instrument flight rules (IFR) ap-

proaches with a Denver Stapleton runway 26L con-

figuration. The following is a summary of the major

findings.

Based on the measured real-time cockpit delivery
error at the runway threshold, a system aircraft-pair
interarrival-error standard deviation was determined

to be in the range of 10.4 to 14.1 sec. The 14.1 sec
results from measurements taken when DC-9 certified
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airlinepilotswereaskedto fly manualapproachesas
normallydonein their companyDC-9aircraft. The
10.4secresultsfrom measurementstakenafter the
pilotswerebriefedon theTIMER conceptandhow
its performancedependedon timelyandconsistent
executionof ATCrequest.Theaircraft-pair,runway
interarrival-errorstandarddeviationrangingfrom
10.4to 14.1secsupportedthe 12secpredictedby
earlierTIMER fast-timesimulations.

Therewasa slight improvementin thedelivery
performanceafterthecrewbriefing.Presumably,the
after-briefingsituationrepresentedpilotswithknowl-
edgeand awarenessof the importanceof airborne
crewperformance,i.e., pilots that weremotivated
and attentive. What is significantaboutthesere-
sults is how well the TIMER systemworkedeven
with normalpilot responseto ATC instructions.As
a point of reference,a field study by Martin and
Willett in 1968measured26.5 sec as the aircraft-

pair, runway interarrival-error standard deviation of

manual control with no computer aiding. The real-

time, human-in-the-loop simulation results of this

study, as well as earlier fast-time results, show the
potential of a time-based, terminal-area flow control

system with controller aids such as those obtained

in TIMER. With ground knowledge of the aircraft

final-approach speed, the non-four-dimensional (non-
4D), runway interarrival-error standard deviation of

an aircraft pair could be reduced to a region between
10.4 and 14.1 sec.

The extent of pilot-induced variation in final-

approach speed from that expected for an aircraft

type and landing weight is an important parameter in

assessing a terminal time-based flow control system
such as TIMER. The means and standard deviations

of the final-approach speeds before and after briefing

were not distinguishable. The pilot-induced variation

in the final-approach speed flown in the simulator

was an average 4.8 knots faster than expected, and
the standard deviation was 3.7 knots. These data

are significant because of the current limited data

base for the modeling of pilot/aircraft performance

in the field of ATC system analysis and simulation

modeling.

The measured pilot response times to the turn-

to-final instruction before and after briefing were

not distinguishable. The before- and after-briefing

data were pooled and fitted with a three-parameter

Weibull distribution. Thus, an analytical expres-

sion was obtained for the probability density and
the cumulative distribution of pilot response time
to the ATC controller's turn-to-final instruction.

This model should be used in ATC system analy-

sis and simulation modeling rather than a Gaussian

distribution because of the considerable skewness of

the pilot's response times.

There are two noteworthy differences between the

before- and after-briefing bank angles used by the

pilots during their turn-to-final maneuver. The bank-

angle density is considerably skewed before briefing,

but the after-briefing density is almost symmetrical.
The other difference is that of scatter--the bank-

angle standard deviation was 4.6 ° before briefing

and reduced to 2.8 ° after briefing. The reduced

scatter of the bank-angle values after briefing was

apparently the reason for the slight improvement in

delivery precision measured after crew briefing. A

distribution was fitted to the bank-angle data that
can be used for analysis and computer simulation.

There are a few points worth mentioning about

results from the questionnaire administered to both

the captain and first officer after each simulated

flight. The crews felt strongly that the ATC instruc-

tions and simulation scenarios, both before and af-

ter briefing, were representative and close to realis-

tic real-world conditions. The crews' after-briefing

awareness of the importance (relative to precise

runway-threshold delivery time) of attention and
prompt response to an ATC request did not raise

their perceived workload, and, if anything, the chal-

lenge may have even lowered the crews' subjective

perceived workload. The crews indicated that the

maneuvers were nominal and would cause no passen-

ger acceptance problems. In the crews' judgment, no

unusual pilot skill would be required to perform the

TIMER-assisted approaches.

Because of the nature of the simulation, only the

DC-9 cockpit reacted to the controller's verbal com-
mands. The other traffic was under internal TIMER

control. Thus, the controller's time errors (relative

to the TIMER expected time) in delivering the final-

turn instruction were separated into errors to the

DC-9 cockpit and errors to the other TIMER traf-

fic. A three-parameter Weibull distribution was fit-

ted to these "two data sets. The controller's message
delivery-time error to the DC-9 cockpit had a mean of
1.0 sec late and a standard deviation of 2.1 sec. The

controller's time error to the internally controlled
TIMER aircraft had a mean of 1.8 sec late and a

standard deviation of 2.7 sec. If all the traffic had

been controlled by responding live crews, it is felt

that the controller's performance would lie between
the two measured cases above.

NASA Langley Research Center
Hampton, VA 23665-5225
February 6, 1990
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Normal ARTSIIIDataBIock: Top line - Aircraft call sign (United 422);
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transmittal time, the command (in this case a left turn to 190 ° )

appears.

UA422

110 23
,,,, /,,

,i_190 ,.

Command begins flashing 12 sec prior to transmittal time.

UA422

110 23

"L190`"
-'/ ,,_

8

Countdown time appears on line below command, 8 sec prior

to transmittal time; the command continues to flash.

UA422

110 23

L190

0

Countdown reaches zero; the command stops flashing; the command

should be transmitted now; when transmission is made, a computer

entry by the controller is required to remove the command and time
from the data block.

UA422

110 23

L190

-1

Assuming that the computer entry is not made, the command continues to

be displayed and the elapsed time since the transmission should have

been made is indicated; additionally, the time will flash.

UA422

110 23

After the computer entry has been made, indicating that the controller

no longer wants the information to be displayed, a normal data block
returns.

Figure 13. Example of a series of data-tag information illustrating a vector control command.
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AA641

110 23
Normal ARTS III data block.

+039

AA641

110 23

+O35

AA641

110 23

DICE value appears on line above the normal data block.

Dice value decrements according to a comparison of the

scheduled landing time to estimated aircraft arrival time.

(Arrival time is a function of aircraft performance, tracker-

estimated aircraft position, and. estimated winds.)

O

O (DICE value continues decrementing, +30, +025, +020...)

O

+000

AA641

110 23

L350

DICE value goes to zero; the appropriate command appears
in the line below the normal data block.

AA641

110 23

L350

-1

Elapsed time since the command should have been delivered

appears in the line below the command; this count continues

until the controller makes the appropriate computer entry.

AA641

110 23

After the computer entry has been made, indicating that

the controller no longer wishes that the information be

displayed, a normal data block returns.

Figure 14. Example of a series of data-tag information illustrating a DICE value countdown.
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1. SET FD MODE/SEL OFF

2. SET AUTOTHROTI'LE ON FOR TRIMMING

3. SET GEAR UP

4. SET FLAPS = 0 °, SLATS = EXT

5. SET COMM HEAD #1 TO 120.2

6. SET NAV HEAD #1 TO 117.0

7. SET HSI COURSE

(A) TO 246 ° (ROUTE #1)

(B) TO 153° (ROUTE #4)

8. TELL COMPUTER OPERATOR - READY FOR INITIAL CONDITIONS

9. AFTER TRIM OCCURS AND RUN STARTS, DISENGAGE AUTOTHROTTLE

AND FLY MANUAL THROTTLES

10. IF DESIRED SET FD MODE/SEL TO NAV/LOC

11. AT APPROPRIATE TIME DURING FLIGHT, TUNE ILS, NAV HEAD #1 TO
110.3 AND SET FD MODE/SEL TO APPR AUTO

12. TUNE COMM HEAD #1 AS DIRECTED BY ATC

13. CONFIGURE FOR APPROACH AT APPROPRIATE TIMES, USE FLAPS = 40 °

CONFIGURATION FOR LANDING, FLIP-CHART LANDING SPEED = 130 KNOTS

Figure 15. Simplified cockpit simulator procedure for a run.
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PROFILE DESCENT RUNWAYS M-19-2B- !
LJEIVY£1_/'I/VA L _OPS INTL

DENVER, VI_61t_tA

EXPECT VECTOR TO FINAL APPROACH

PRIOR TO REACHING DENVER VORTAC

FJ._X RWY2.____ Rw.__v_J_ Rwv___L R.w_Y±O
_ DEN,,,,M 70 SS 70 _,S

\_'_ SMtTY 60 6S e0 ;'

_ _ RAMAH 60 7.5 60 75 /
_ESTUS /

_-J _ I Oo. at orbet,.,eenFL '80 l /_/
\ \,BENAM I a.d 1t.,OOO'a,2SO K.UescendI L_'/I
"_,_, 1oodm=n,a'n_.ooo'. I _/

\,,,_,o// /
\ k" I C,o,sa,o,be,.ee. FL I_ O I L. 1.

DRAKO _.C I andta.OOO'a,aSOK. Desce.dI 71 ")_.4_
%? I ondmointoin7,000'. / f/_

. _j_

\. H 3., "s,,.,,,,.
"-_"_o |I o_" KEANN

L'''.OOEN'''_..._, .I/.f*o'-

I SPO LOC 1I0 7 I RRV LOC 109

JS/_//_//a:_--/ _Cr°ssal°rbe'ween FLI_O_ I ' / _'/W
and I?. OOO'ol a_O _. Descend J // ,, _'. .I-'-. ,

or, d maintain '.OOO'. I // _(_-'_ "_ I

I Cros*o'orbe''eenFLI¢lOI "_.*,_
J and |2,OOO'ot 250 K. Descend J V 1

I andmo_n,o,n 6.000'. J

NOTE: In Ihe even! at lost communications, FAR 91.127

applicable.

NOTE: Chart not to scale.
RADAR AND DME REQUIRED

PROFILE DESCENT RUNWAYS 10.19-28- "I DENVER, VI/_C,/N/_

'JS,'/V,_N/YYdLL_PZ INTL

Figure 16. Profile descent navigation chart of terminal area simulated.
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DENVER/WALLOP; APP CON

NORTH 1202 788.1

SOUTH 120 8 3630

DENVER TOWER
118"1 257 8 EAST ond '/VEST

1195 2,$7 3 NORTH Qnd SOUTH

ONe CON

1219 2578

CL_4C eEL

1276 385

AT_S ARk 1256

OEP 1244 l'

DENVER

im7oDEN_:"
Chan 117

\

I-OEN

\ 17 2 DME

'\

7

Chan 122 J

J SIDESTEP

WY 21_R ]

ILS RWY 28L

ELEV _3 ] I ts

rOLCL Rwy tR _(REIL Rwy 26R

b
_wytOl. Idg 6697" '_

U61

278' SS NM

_rarn _.OM

...... o _
rDZE _

-.3

MIPJ. R...q,10 L- 2_R

HIRL RwyslOR. 2"_L, l_l- I R ond leR._/LL

FAF to MAP 5,SNM

'K .... oo I vu l,_, ]1_

DENVER, VII_II_IA

DENVER/W'A(,_P_ INTL (DEN)

Figure 17. ILS approach plate of terminal area simulated.
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Figure 18. Frequency distribution of single-aircraft runway-threshold delivery-time errors for runs before
TIMER briefing to crew.
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Figure 19. Frequency distribution of single-aircraft, runway-threshold delivery-time errors for runs after
TIMER briefing to crew.
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Figure 20. Frequency distribution of single-aircraft, final-approach-fix delivery-time errors for runs before
TIMER briefing to crew.
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Figure 21. Frequency distribution of single-aircraft, final-approach-fix delivery-time errors for runs after
TIMER briefing to crew.
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Figure 24. Frequency distribution of indicated airspeed at ILS Category I window for runs before TIMER
briefing to crew.
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Figure 25. Frequency distribution of indicated airspeed at ILS Category I window for runs after TIMER
briefing to crew.
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Figure 26. Frequency distribution of indicated airspeed at ILS Category I window for combined (before and
after) TIMER briefing runs.
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Figure 32. Frequency distribution of turn-to-final response time for runs before TIMER briefing to crew.
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Figure 33. Frequency distribution of turn-to-final response time for runs after TIMER briefing to crew.
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Figure 35. Frequency distribution of KEANN turn-to-base response time for runs before TIMER briefing
to crew.
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Figure 36. Frequency distribution of KEANN turn-to-base response time for runs after TIMER briefing

to crew.
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Figure 39. Frequency distribution of DRAKO turn-to-base response time for runs before TIMER briefing
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RATING SHEET DEFINITIONS

1. Physical Workload:

2. Cognitive Workload:

3. Perceptual Workload:

4. Overall Workload:

5. Safety:

6. Passenger Acceptance:

7. Skill Required:

8. Controllability:

9. Uneasiness:

10. Your Performance:

11. ATC Assessment:

Figure 53. Definition

adjusting, dialing, holding, pressing, pulling,
pushing, reaching, turning, tuning, talking,
writing, etc.

thinking, deciding, calculating, estimating,
judging, checking, planning, timing, predicting,
etc.

looking, scanning, searching, listening, feeling,
noticing, comparing, identifying, matching, etc.

Receiving and comprehending information through any
of the senses.

combination of physical, cognitive, and perceptual
workload

Refers to your ability to control the aircraft and

respond to ATC commands without jeopardizing the
lives of the passengers and crew.

To what extent do you think a typical passenger
would find the previous flight unacceptable enough
to express hls/her dissatisfaction In some tangible
way (complain to a member of the crew, complain to
another passenger, cry out, become ill, protest to
the airline, comment about the flight procedures to
friends/relatives, select an alternative means of
transportation for hls/her next trip, etc.).

How much special training or practice do you think
is necessary to fly approaches/departures such as
the previous flight, assuming the same avionics and

flight controls?

How easy was it for you to follow the ATC commands
during the last flight?

To what extent did you feel that the last flight

placed you under pressure or subjected you to
feelings of anxiety, frustration, nervousness,

stress, etc.?

lo what extent do you think your performance during
the last flight approached the best you are capable

of doing? Consider whether or not you think your
performance on the last flight would have been
significantly better if you had had additional
practice/training.

How close to normal IFR terminal approach procedures

do you judge the ATC commands and procedures to be?

of rating categories on crew evaluation sheet.
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Figure 56. Histogram of controller's final-turn-message delivery-time error to DC-9 simulator and fitted

Weibull density.
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Figure 57. Histogram of controller's final-turn-message delivery-time error to TIMER-controlled aircraft

and fitted We!bull density.
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